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not expos
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intense
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itamin
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Black rice / អង�រេ��

Nuts / �ត់
Coconut meat / �ច់ដូង

Eggplant / �តប់
Mushrooms / ផ�ិត

Asparagus / ទំ�ងំ���ង
Yeast / េម

Poultry / �ច់សត�បក�ី
Eggs / សុ៊ត

Meat / �ច់�កហម
Fish / �ច់�តី

Alloxazine
 ring

Vitamin B2, or Riboflavin, is an essential micronutrient
belonging to the Vitamin B family. It contains an Alloxazine
ring that can act as a hydrogen acceptor for redox reactions,

allowing it to act as a powerful antioxidant!
 

Although water soluble, it's solubility is less than that of other
vitamin B's.

 
Riboflavin is somewhat stable to heat, but very sensitive to
light. A Vitamin B2 source that is exposed to light may lose

its potency.
 

It is a compound that naturally has a yellow color, enabling it
to be used as a natural food coloring.

 
វ ��មីន B2 ឬ Riboflavin គឺ��រ�តិ��ំច់ែដល��បពួកវ ��មីន B។
��នរង�ង់ Alloxazine មួយែដល�ច�ប់�រ�តុអីុ�ដ�ែសន�ន េធ�ី

េ�យ��ន�បសិទ��ិពខ�ស់ក�ងុ�រ�ប�ងំ�ព�ប់�ស់។
 

B2 រ�យក�ងុទឹក បុ៉ែន��ររ�យេនះមិន�បេសីរដូចវ ��មីន B ដៃទៗេទ។
 

B2 ធន់នឹងកំេ� បុ៉ែន���យនឹងែបក�តុេ��មពន�ឺៃថ� េធ�ីេ�យ��ត់បង់
�បសិទ��ិព។

 
��នពណ៌េល�ងមកពីធម��តិែដលេគ�ចយកេ�េធ�ី�លក�ណ៍�ន។

 
 
 

Deficiency of Vitamin B2
�រកង�ះ�តៃនវ ��មីន B2

Riboflavin's main function is to help the body turn food into
energy. FAD helps convert carbohydrates, fats, and protein

into Acetyl CoA which is used to produce energy in the Citric
Acid Cycle.

 
Works in conjunction with CYP-450 enzymes for drug and

toxin metabolism.
 

FAD is required in the recycling of Glutathione, an important
Coenzyme also used in redox reactions!

 
Riboflavin also helps convert Tryptophan to Niacin, Vitamin

B3, another essential micronutrient.
 

Ariboflavinosis: Cheiliosis (lesions in the corners of the mouth
and on the lips), glossitis of the tongue, malaise, weakness,

loss of appetite.
In more severe cases, it may cause anemia, changes to the

eyes, such as corneal vascularization, and seborrheic dermatitis
of the skin.

 

In food, Vitamin B2 is bound to proteins such as Albumin, or
exists as free FAD. When it reaches the stomach, the

vitamin-protein bond is broken by stomach acid, then the
vitamin is absorbed in the the duodenum where it is taken to
the liver via the hepatic portal vein. In the liver, Riboflavin is

phosphorylated to FMN, then to FAD.
 

េ�ក�ងុម�ូប��រ វ ��មីន B2 គឺ�ត�វចង�ប់�មួយនឹង�តិ�ប�តិអីុន
ដូច�ល់បូ៊មីន�េដីម ឬ�េកីត�នេឡងីក�ងុទ�មង់ FAD។ េពលែដល�
េ�ដល់�កពះ �តិ�សីុតេ�ក�ងុ�កពះបំែបក�រ�តិ Riboflavin េចញពី
�ប�តិអីុន េហីយ�ក៏�ត�វ�ន��បចូលេ�ក�ងុេថ�ីមពីេ�ះេវ�នតូចេ�។ េ�
ក�ងុេថ�ីម �រ�តិ Riboflavin �ត�វ�នបំែឡងេ���រ�តុ FMN និង

FAD  ែដល�ន�រៈសំ�ន់ក�ងុ�រផលិត�មពល។
 

វ ��មីន B2 គឺ�អ�ី?
What is Vitamin B2 (Riboflavin)?

Function of Vitamin B2
មុខ�រៃនវ ��មីន B2

Rich sources of Vitamin B2
�បភពៃនវ ��មីន B2

What happens when you eat it?
េ��យេពលអ�ក�ុ�ំ�រចូលេ� េតី�នអ�ីេកីតេឡងី?

RiboflavinRiboflavin
VITAMIN VITAMIN B2B2

Its role as
hydrogen carrier is

due to the
reversible

oxidation and
reduction of theAlloxazine ring!

រង�ង់ Alloxazine �ច
�ប់និងែចក�យ

�រ�តុអីុ�ដ�ែសន�ន
េ�យ�យេដីម�ី

បំេពញទួ�ទីេ�ក�ងុខ�នួ
��ណរបស់មនុស�!

For more info :
សំ�ប់ព័ត៌�នបែន�ម

(+855)12990988 / (+855)99990988
(+855)70990988


